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Thomson ONE Wealth delivers a powerful collection of news offerings to meet 
the varied needs of any wealth advisor. Get instant access to the most relevant 
breaking news, trends, and events – fully integrated into your desktop. Identify 
growth opportunities, monitor market developments, and research companies 
with some of the most trusted sources for business and financial news. You 
can depend on Thomson ONE Wealth to deliver the news to support your day, 
helping you effectively monitor your book, differentiate yourself, and advance 
your practice. 

Knowledge to act

News to support your day

Wealth Management News 
on Thomson ONE Wealth
Trusted intelligence and actionable insight

Advance your practice
 – Web-aggregated advisor news

Differentiate yourself
 – Comprehensive corporate 

coverage
 – Reuters Stocks Buzz

 – Reuters Breakingviews
 – Forward-looking analysis
 – Exclusives and interviews

Monitor your book
 – Press releases
 – Top News

 – Newscasts videos
 – Daily newsletters
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Monitor your book
Thomson ONE Wealth’s standard offering forms the foundation of your news 
coverage, including Top News for a global view of the market, press release wires to 
track corporate activity, and videos from Newscasts to stay abreast of market activity 
and trends. Daily wealth management newsletters are also available for the US and 
Canada, delivering the day’s top stories and headlines directly to your inbox.

Differentiate yourself
Reuters North American Wealth News, the trusted source for timely business and 
financial news, provides wealth professionals with accurate and comprehensive 
coverage, analysis, and insightful context. Know what’s happening and why – and 
understand the implications – enabling you to develop fresh ideas aligned to your 
clients’ goals. Differentiate yourself with reasons to proactively call your clients and 
the resources to become an expert on their holdings.

The Financial Advisor News Hub, included in Reuters North American Wealth 
News, reduces the clutter by offering a clean interface and provides access to 
editorially selected content. Stay on top of current events, generate ideas to build 
relationships and follow stories that affect your practice.

Advance your practice
Advance your practice with expanded news coverage from the sources your clients 
are reading. Web-aggregated advisor news expands your coverage, delivering all 
the articles in a single, easy-to-use interface. Gone are the days of manually 
visiting each individual source to stay up-to-date on the latest, most relevant news 
and information.

Web-aggregated advisor news builds upon your already robust financial news 
coverage, delivering a broader array of information from popular sites like 
Seeking Alpha, InvestmentNews, and MarketWatch, to name a few. Leverage 
advisor-focused content such as investment strategy, practice management, 
retirement, and compliance & regulatory to grow your business.

Essential Information

 – Original content and unmatched 
coverage from Reuters News

 – Aggregated content from select third-
party partners

Intelligent tagging

 – Industry-leading PermID 
bar code for information

 – Intelligent tagging and context 
by company, sector, topic e.g., Apple the 
company vs. apple the fruit

 – Noise reduction 
de-duping, clustering, significance

Flexible delivery

 – Thomson ONE Smart Client and Thomson 
ONE Anywhere

 – Advanced integration capabilities for 
workflow efficiency


